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Executive Summary
As your organization moves to the cloud, new
risks emerge. Issues such as privacy, security and
compliance are harder to identify and remediate
without a cloud-centric security platform.
Avanan’s cloud governance platform offers share
management, policy automation and compliance
enforcement for the enterprise SaaS in a single,
simple-to-use dashboard. Avanan has partnered with
the leading security vendors to offer cloud-based
versions of their best-of-breed technology. This
report contains highlights of security-related findings
in your cloud implementation after performing a
security scan of your cloud. Here are the highlights :
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Employees are using the cloud. They are more productive.
They are communicating and collaborating using SaaS
applications that make sharing easy. Unfortunately, they might
be using unapproved cloud applications that are a threat to
your confidential data

hese unapproved

AA

applications

are also known as “Shadow-IT”.
Users can easily connect unapproved SaaS applications
to third-party SaaS by granting direct cloud-to-cloud access.
Sometimes, these unsanctioned applications ask for more
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Your users are accessing the cloud from home,
o ce remote-o ces and more t is important to monitor
here users are located to prevent un anted connections
A login from an atypical location or simultaneous connections
from distant locations could indicate compromised credentials
used by remote attac ers
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A
ften the first aa application
is cloud-based e-mail and collaboration
Avanan uses best-in-class tools to scan inbound and outbound emails for data lea age and privacy compliance violations At
the same time it scans every attachment
for mal are using multiple signature-based
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of
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Avanan monitors the interactions ith the cloud and identifies events
that indicate a potential threat to your data and to your business.
Avanan uses context-based behavior analysis to identify
anomalous patterns and malicious intent.
he diagram belo presents the initial findings
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GEO-suspicious login – Access from remote locations withing a short
period of time – clear indication of compromised credentials.
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Massive Downloads – Often indication of a compromised
account used to steal data.

40

Massive Deletions – Indication for a malicious activity or
ransomware.
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Unknown Device – Access by an unknown device can indicate compromised credentials.
20
Atypical Off-hours Usage – An unusual usage pattern can be a sign
of compromised device credentials.
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Massive Deletions

Unknown Device

Old credentials used

ff hours usage

Unusual geography

Cross-function sharing

Export Performed

Auto-forwarding setup

Auto-forwarding Setup
A typical yet problematic configuration
whereby users automatically forward their corporate emails to
noncorporate accounts, resulting in data-leakage and compliance violations.
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Massive Downloads

Export Performed – A user performing a massive export of cloud data
should be agged and investigated if it is not normal behavior
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GEO suspicious login

Cross-function Sharing
his indicates the o of data between different organizational functions that is out of context. Depending on the
type of data being shared, it could indicate an internal data leakage
scenario.
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Understanding who has access to corporate data is critical.
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This is especially true for the cloud – where data-leakage sce-
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